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1 Introduction
Aquiller is a correspondence management system that is built inside SAP and that is designed to
work with the SAP HCM database. It allows for the design of standard letter templates which
can be merged with HCM data. The finalized letters, which are generated as in PDF format, can
be emailed or printed directly, or through defined workflow gain approval, before being
updated in SAP.
Content and letter templates are maintained via a desktop application, and users can also
generate actual correspondence for employees via the same application. All other configuration
is managed via the backend SAP system.
The aim of this user guide is to explain how users can create content within the desktop
application.
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2 Content Builder
The Content Builder module is used to build paragraphs for letters, referred to as content. As
some paragraphs are unique to a letter, while others, such as letter headers are reusable across
many letters, Letter Templates can then be created by merging several pieces of content.
Content Builder helps users to create content in a number of ways:






2.1

Content can be cut and paste in from MS Word
The rich text editor allows fonts and styling to be managed
Variables from HCM can be added using a drag and drop interface
Simple logic can be inserted to the content so it can change dynamically
Content can be classified for easy retrieval and future use
Before getting started

Before starting to create any content, it is important to give some consideration to how the
Letter Template should break down, and therefore what content blocks you will need. Here are
a few things to consider:

 How do you want your letters to be styled?
 Define how you want to style your letters so that you can ensure your library of









correspondence is consistent.
 Decide the elements of your letter that will be part of the stylesheet, versus the
content. For example, will you be printing letters to headed corporate paper, in
which case you may not need to include an address block?
Are there any sections of your letter that could be re-used in other letters?
 Headers or signature sections are often created separately, as they are common
across many templates.
 Disclaimers or standard introductions are also often re-usable.
Are there any sections of the letter that should be read only?
 There may be some sections of the letter that you prefer to have as read only. For
example, in a salary review letter, the section containing the salary details may be
designated read only, so that no error can be introduced by a user in the Letter
Writer module.
 Other sections may permit the user in the Letter Writer module to modify the
default text. For example, in the same salary review letter, there may be a paragraph
that is intended to capture some more personal feedback from a manager qualifying
the review decision.
What variables do you want to include from SAP HCM?
 There are lots of standard variables delivered with Aquiller that can be dragged and
dropped into your content.
 If you require a variable which isn’t included as standard, your support team will be
able to add new variables.
Is there any logic to be applied to variables that you are pulling in from SAP HCM?
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 Each content block can itself be broken down into fragments, which can be


conditional, i.e. containing some kind of logic, or unconditional.
The logic can be used to dynamically change the text based on some analysis or
interpretation of the variables from SAP HCM.

2.2 Creating content
Click on the new content tab at the top of the Content Builder screen to create a new block of
content.

This will create a new content tab and assign it an internal reference number:

2.3 Adding content details
Click into the Title and Description fields to add these required details. These are intended to
help any user retrieve content in the future, either to make updates or when selecting the
content that is required for a particular Letter Template, so it should be as meaningful as
possible.
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2.4 Classifying content
Content in Aquiller can be classified, to help manage both access and retrieval. The
Classification Hierarchy is created and modified in the SAP Aquiller backend module, and this is
where authorizations are also defined. To classify a content block, click on the Classify Contents
tab to display the hierarchy, and then check the classification(s) which apply.

In this example, the content has been classified in the Organisational Management category
and also in the Line Management category.
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2.5 Adding text
Add text by typing into the Contents panel as shown below:

2.6

Formatting text

Change the font, alignment and apply other basic formatting using the toolbar at the top of the
Contents Panel.

2.7 Changing text colour
Change the colour of your text by clicking on the Colour Palette icon in the toolbar at the top of
the Contents Panel. This will display a colour selection dialog, or the hex colour code can be
entered directly if known.
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2.8 Importing text from existing letters
Text from MS Word or another text editor can be copied into Aquiller such that it will retain its
formatting. Copy the required text to the clipboard using the relevant command within the text
editor (Ctrl+C in MS Word) and then click on the MS Word Clipboard icon in the toolbar at the
top of the Contents Panel.

This will display the Rich Text Clipboard, shown below. Click on Ctrl+V to paste the copied text
into the Clipboard and then on the Copy button to insert the text into the Contents panel.
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Helpful hint
When adding to or changing copied text, a required font may not appear in the font dropdown. If a font is used in copied text, however, it can be applied to additional text by
selecting the text, typing the font name and pressing enter in the font selection drop-down.

2.9 Working with variables
Variables are used in Aquiller to insert dynamic data, from one of a number of sources. The
variables are added as placeholders in the content, and are then replaced with actual data
when a letter is generated for a specific employee. There are five different types of variable that
can be inserted into the content:
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2.9.1 HR Data variables
HR Data includes all variables which pull data directly from SAP HCM infotypes. The specific
infotypes and fields within those infotypes which are available to add as HR Data variables is
fully configurable in SAP.

2.9.2 Form Data variables
Form Data includes variables that pull in data from FLM forms. All Form Data variables are
custom-developed for individual customers.
2.9.3 Custom Data variables
Custom Data variables are bespoke variables that have been written by a developer. There are a
number of reasons for creating Custom Data variables, for example:

 Custom Data variables can translate values saved as codes in SAP using look-up tables.
For example, an employee’s title may be stored as a numeric value of 1,2,3, and a
Custom Data variable will be used to pull in the descriptive text for that value, such as
Mr, Mrs, Ms, etc.
 Custom Data variables can perform calculations on raw data. For example, there might
be a requirement to calculate the total number of sick days an employee has had based
on timesheet data.
 Only variables pulling data from SAP HCM are delivered, so variables pulling data from
any other SAP module will have to be created as Custom Data variables.
 Data to be input into letters is often required in a very specific format. For example, an
employment start date of 10/12/13 is typically stored in SAP as 20131210. This isn’t a
user-friendly format for correspondence, however, so a Custom Data variable might be
used to convert this to 10th December 2013.
2.9.4 User Data variables
User Data variables are placeholders which prompt the user to add content at the point when
the letter is generated. Note that User Data variables can only be used for letters which will be
generated from within the Letter Writer module and where employees are selected
individually, since they require manual intervention to add the required content.
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There are five User Data variables:

The UserDate and UserTime variables display calendar and clock prompts respectively. All other
User Data variables are not formatted or validated.
2.9.5 System Data variables
System Data variables are used to add basic system information such as the current date and
time to a letter and are populated by SAP when the letter is generated.

2.9.6 Adding variables to text
The process for adding any type of variable to content is the same. Click on the Variables tab to
display the variable categories, and then navigate the folder structure to locate the required
variable.

Click the mouse in the Content text pane in the position where the variable is to be inserted and
then drag and drop the variable to that location. The variable will be inserted at the current
cursor position. You can also hover over the variable to display additional information, as shown
below:
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Helpful hints

 Ensure a space is left between variables before dropping in a new variable. If no space
has been left, the new variable will overwrite the previous variable.
 Variables will only be added if sufficient space remains on the end of the line. If the
variable doesn’t fit, you can split the line of text, adding the variable to a new row, and
then remove the extra line afterwards.
 If a variable is included in a content block but does not contain a value in the HCM
database, the words ‘[No Data Found]’ will be printed when the letter is generated.
 For non-essential data, a conditional fragment might be used to omit any reference to a
variable where the data doesn’t exist. For example, variables might be included for all
potential address lines, but a particular employee might not have a value stored for
postcode. A conditional fragment could allow Aquiller to interrogate the postcode field
and omit it if there is no value stored, rather than displaying ‘[No Data Found]’.

2.10 Working with fragments
Each content block in Aquiller is made up of one or more fragments, which may be conditional
or unconditional. An initial unconditional fragment is created by default when a new content
block is initiated.
Conditional fragments are created to test variables. Based on the test result, we can control the
text and variables that are to be included in the final letter. Using Conditional fragments allows
us to create a single letter template that can change dynamically based on data retrieved by
variables. Multiple conditional fragments may be created and where an either/or situation
exists, an else clause can be added to the fragment.
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Unconditional fragments are paragraphs or parts of text that are always included in a letter in a
specific format. We use unconditional fragments to separate conditional fragments. These
fragments are also useful for splitting up large parts of text, making any future changes to the
template easier to manage.
Helpful hints

 Fragments cannot be moved around, so it’s best to plan the content, and create
placeholders for Conditional Fragments when required, when variable details are being
confirmed.

2.10.1 Inserting conditional fragments
Conditional fragments can be added by clicking on the “Insert Conditional Fragment” icon at the
bottom of the Contents pane.

If there are lots of fragments in a content block, you may have to scroll down to display the new
fragment if not visible. Each fragment is given a sequential ID number, which is displayed in the
top right.
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2.10.2 Adding a condition to a fragment
Conditional fragments have an additional “Edit Condition” icon that is used to access the Code
Editor.

The Code Editor provides a drag and drop interface that assists you to define the condition.

Select the variable that is to be interrogated from the variables list on the left and drags it into
the “Enter Conditions” pane. Numeric values can be converted to alphanumeric values by
adding single quotes around the variable.
A space should then be added after the variable. Select an operator from the list on the right.
Hover over the operators for a description of the symbols.
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Once an operator has been selected, the literal operator will be added to the “Enter Conditions”
pane, for example gt in the example above.
A further space should then be added before inputting the test variable. The test variable can
also be a variable that is dragged and dropped into the “Enter Conditions” pane, or it can be an
actual or hard-coded value . Alphanumeric values should be enclosed in single quotes.
Once the condition has been specified, click on the Save button below the Enter Conditions
pane. This will save the condition and return to the Content panel.
2.10.1 Using the AND and OR operators
A condition may be extended to include multiple tests using the AND and OR operators. Click on
the AND or OR operator to insert into the additional condition. See the two examples below,
one where the same variable is to be tested for an additional value, and one where a new
variable is to be tested:

2.10.2 Adding the True condition paragraph details
Enter the content that will be displayed in a fragment if the condition being tested is TRUE.
There is placeholder text showing “Contents if true” in the fragment, and this can be
overwritten with any combination of text or variables as required:
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2.10.3 Adding an ELSE block
Users can add an ELSE clause where there is an either/or condition. The content in the ELSE
clause will only be included in the letter when the result of the condition test is FALSE. To
maintain the ELSE clause, click on the select the ELSE edit tool.

This will display the ELSE clause in the fragment itself. There is again placeholder text showing
“Contents if false” in the fragment, and this can be overwritten with any combination of text or
variables as required:

2.11 Inserting Unconditional fragments
An unconditional fragment may be inserted following a conditional fragment to allow
continuation of content that is not subject to any conditions. To add an unconditional fragment,
click on the “Insert Unconditional Fragment” icon.

Replace the placeholder text of “Unconditional Fragment” with any combination of text or
variables as required.
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Helpful hints

 New fragments are always added to the end of a content block, so you may have to
scroll down to locate a newly added fragment.

2.12 Deleting a fragment
Users can click on the “Delete Fragment” button to remove a fragment.

2.13 Deleting an ELSE block
Users can click on the “Delete Fragment” button to remove an ELSE block.

2.14 Add a signature or a single image
A single image (jpg/png), such as a scanned signature can be dragged and dropped into an
image fragment. To add an image, click on the “Signature Image” icon and then browses to
select the required image.

2.15 Previewing content
Users can use the “Preview” button to preview the line spacing and variables included in
fragments. Fragment data continues on the same line, unless a <return> is added.
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2.15.1 Pretty Print
Users can click on the “Pretty Print” button to format the fragments, and make them easier to
read in the Preview pane. Users can close this view by clicking on the “Edit Mode” button.

2.16 Saving content
Content can be saved or saved as draft. Draft status content is not available within the Letter
Assembler module and is used for test or “work in progress” content. The status of content can
be toggled by selecting the “Save” or ”Save as draft” buttons as required.

2.17 Copying content
Users can click the “Copy” button to create a duplicate of a content block. The title and
description of the content should be updated, as these should be unique.

2.18 Deleting content
Users can click on the “Delete” button to remove content.
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2.19 Retrieving content for review and modification
Content saved can be selected and retrieved using the Aquiller Search and Filter panel.

2.19.1 Search filters
Users can search using a variety of criteria, and multiple criteria can be used, including:







Date From
Date To
Created By
Title
Classification

Both Created By and Title are wildcard searches and both are case sensitive. The content within
all checked terms in the classification hierarchy will be searched.
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2.19.2 Additional filters
The broom icon can be used to clear all search criteria, and users can select to search draft only
content using the adjacent slider.

2.19.3 Strict search
Strict search is used to find content that has been associated with only one folder in the
classification hierarchy. Content associated with multiple folder will not be included in the
results from a “Strict Search”.
To run this search, users should select the required classification folder and ensure all others
are unchecked. Then toggle the “Strict Search” button to the right and click the “Search” button
to display the results.
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3 Reference Documents

FLM Connect Aquiller installation guide
FLM Connect Aquiller User Guide - Configuration
FLM Connect Aquiller User Guide - Letter Writer
FLM Connect Aquiller User Guide – Letter Assembler
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